How to obtain the ANNALS macros: ftp instructions

The ANNALS macros, style files and documentation are available via anonymous ftp. They are located in the directory pub/user/annals.

To use ftp, type

```
ftp math.princeton.edu
```

Enter the name

```
anonymous
```

and your complete email address as password.

To change into the ANNALS directory, type

```
cd pub/user/annals
```

To copy the files you need, type

```
get filename
```

where `filename` is a macro file, style file or documentation file described below.

To get out of ftp, type

```
quit
```

`formatpl.tex`  The template file that should be used by authors who want to format their papers in plain \TeX.

`am.tex`  The plain \TeX style file included by `formatpl.tex`.

`plain.doc`  The documentation for the plain \TeX macros.

`formatam.tex`  The template file that should be used by authors who want to format their papers in \AMS\TeX.

`amams.sty`  The \AMS\TeX style file included by `formatam.tex`.

`ams.doc`  The documentation for the \AMS\TeX macros.

`formatlt.tex`  The template file that should be used by authors who want to format their papers in \LaTeX.

`amlt.sty`  The \LaTeX style file included by `formatlt.tex`.

`latex.doc`  The documentation for the \LaTeX macros.
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